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"Toys and games remain very relevant to consumers, but
while gifting – especially for children – drives sales, many
are shopping the category for other reasons, including for
adult recipients. Where and how most consumers fulfill
their toy purchases remains in flux, with competitive
changes impacting the category and providing retailers a
chance to win more shoppers."
- Alexis DeSalva, Retail & Apparel Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Increased online shopping creates new challenges for toy retailers and manufacturers
Not all consumers are comfortable with generic or unknown brands
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Figure 8: Daily usage of four or more social media services, by age, February 2018
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Consumers like the classic and familiar
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The battle for future toy sales will continue, starting with the holiday season
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The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Some toys are purchased for all ages
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Figure 21: Item recipients, by gender and age, July 2018
Moms buy for a variety of reasons, while dads shop based on their interests
Figure 22: Items purchased, by parental status by gender, July 2018
Hispanic consumers buy many types of toys
Figure 23: Items purchased, by Hispanic origin, July 2018

Reasons for Buying
Gifting and rewarding are top reasons for buying
Figure 24: Reasons for buying, July 2018
Adults without children worth targeting
Figure 25: Reasons for buying, by parental status, July 2018
Younger children prompt educational and impulsive purchases
Figure 26: Reasons for buying, by children in the household, July 2018
Black consumers are motivated by price and educational value
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Retailers Shopped
Mass and Amazon are top toy destinations
Figure 28: Retailers shopped – Net, any shopping, July 2018
Some parents shop toy stores, while also visiting mass and Amazon
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Most consumers are already buying toys online
Figure 30: Retailers shopped online, by generation, July 2018
Multicultural consumers favor value-based retailers and toy stores
Figure 31: Retailers shopped – Net any shopping, July 2018

Purchase Influencers
Children, peers, and features are most influential
Figure 32: Purchase influencers – Net, any rank, July 2018
Wish lists and special events capture children’s interests and make shopping easier for everyone
Figure 33: Purchase influencers, by children in household, July 2018
Younger generations influenced by media and outside sources
Figure 34: Purchase influencers, by generation, July 2018
Black shoppers influenced by traditional sources
Figure 35: Purchase influencers, by race and Hispanic origin, July 2018

Preferences for Buying
Preferences for buying familiar, traditional, and ethically similar products
Figure 36: Preferences for buying, July 2018
Dads seek the familiar, while moms prefer tradition
Figure 37: Preferences for buying, by parental status by gender, July 2018
Younger children prompt a preference for claims and characters
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Figure 38: Preferences for buying, by children in the household, July 2018

Attitudes toward Toys and Games
Toys are good for encouragement and gifting
Figure 39: Attitudes toward toys and games, July 2018
Those without children see the value of toys
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Single parents and moms interested in trade-in opportunities
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